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mid-engined
Two racing-style machines for the masses.

missi!es
by Ewan Kennedy

\ Zo, snatch a quick glance at ihe
Y tacho. It's nudging- 7000. Holtl
I lburth gear l',-rr-a i'ew rnore sec

onds. then slice it up to fifth. The shrill
shriek of the busy engine behind your left
shoulder drops in intensity.

The track's straight for another couple
ol hundred metres. ln the mirrors iou see
the tiny Bertone speedster has dropped
back. You can relax for a moment. Take
one hand from the ivheel and wipe its
sweat on to your overalls. Hold the tiny
wheel with that hand and repeat the
action with the other one.

Time to get serious again. Hard on to
the brakes. The seat belts bite as the G-
force builds and speed is hauled off. A big
blip of the throttle with the side ol your
foot brings a glorious scream from the
engine as it leaps up its rev band to cope
with fourth gear. Keep the brake pedal
under pressure. Another blip. rhen
another. Third gear, then second.

lnstant response from the steering as
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the car turns in precisely. with a huge
amount of cornering grip. Meet the apex
and hold the car in for a lew metres. then
back off the steering ever so slightly. The
car runs a little wider than anticipated in
understeer. but you let it be so that tyre
scrub is minimised. The exit. The wide
line sees the tyres just brush the dust at
the edge of the track. but there's no
drama. Power on gently - then hard. A
smooth push in the back. Nudge the
redline in second, then third. The engine is
so willing that you could shout with joy as
the silky revs soar.

Where's the Bertone? It\ closer than
before. A broad smile creases its driver's
face. He knows that he may be down on
power but his ltalian machine's brakes are
better and its handling is more predictable
when the car is hammered to its limit. He
can. and is, able to take even more
chances than you want to in the slightly
twitchy little Toyota screamer.

So it continues for kilometre after

photography by Kent Mears

enjoyable kilometre of track testing. The
Japanese car pulling away easily on the
straights, the ltalian one making up
ground under brakes - and almost hold-
ing its own on the twisty bits. We stop to
swap cars and notes. Ashley's red hair is
windblown and the harsh Australian sun
is already doing unkind things to the skin
on his face - but there's no way that we
plan to put the roof back on to the ltalian
sports machine. The rush of wind and the
sound of the engine and transmission are
music to the driver's ear as the Bertone
does its thing with classical competence.
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and couldn't see enough profit in making
the little beastie. The Italian master
designer Bertone. under contract io Fiat.
had done the body design of the Xl/9
prior to its 1972 release and decided to
step in and rescue its baby. The X l/9 reap
peared - this time with Bertone badges
gracing its bodywork.

Today the X1/9 still has a 1.5-litre donk,
but Bosch has supplied it with fuel injec-
tion to improve its power and torque
curves - though the peak figures are
actually a little lower than before. It is
now cleaner in the exhaust emissions
department. It still has a five-speed gear-
box and there still isn't enough space for
the driver's legs . . .

Fiat led the way in brilliant lateral
thinking with the layout of this car.
Others have followed, among them, not
surprisingly, the Japanese. The lateral
thinking was remarkably simple and went
like this: to get a small budget-priced
sports car suited to driving in the '70s and
beyond, you needed a mid-engined
machine with all the advantages that
means in handling balance. Ask Ferrari,
Lamborghini, Lotus etc (not to mention
every designer of a pure-racing car since
John Cooper and Colin Chapman) about
the big difference that comes from mount-
ing the engine near the middle of the car.
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Making a purpose-built mid engine for a
budget-priced sports car is out of the ques-
tion for economic reasons. But why not
use aq existing engine/transmission pack-
age from a transverse-engined front-wheel
drive car - and stick it in the middle of
the car to drive the rear wheels? (By the
way, mid-engined means the engine is
mounted within the car's wheelbase; it
doesn't have to be in the dead centre of
the car. Indeed, technically, a Mazda RX'
7 is mid-engined as its power is mounted
behind the front wheels and therefore is
within the wheelbase.)

Fiat had front-wheel drive engine
transmission packages coming out oi its
ears in the early '70s and soon found one
to match the Bertone design sketches for
the new car. Hey presto - an in.tant
racing-style machine for the pobr inell.
poorish) enthusiast driver.

Others copied the idea. Tolota did ihe
best job. Its MR2 (it stands lor \Iid Rear
2-seater) was released in Japan in 198-l
and used the four-c1'linder 1.6'1itre tsin'
cam l6-valve fuel'injected engine from the
Toyota Corolla Twin Cam. \\'e iirst sarv
the MR2 in Australia three lears later. in
1987 - typicalll'. far back in the queue.
as with every time a desirable new car
comes on to the world's market.

As in the FiatiBertone. the engine was

designed for transverse front mounting
and connection to the front wheels. but
now sits behind the driver in a mid-
engined layout.

ln some ways this comparison test is a
harsh one. A 1972 car against a 1984 one

- it's a bit like putting an HQ Monaro up
against a Brock Group A Commodore.
Interesting, but hardl-v a fair fight given
the age of the old model. and the amount
of technology which has appeared in the
intervening decade and a bit. The Fiat (er.
Bertone) fared remarkabll' rvell. Though
severely outclassed in others. in some
ways it made the Toyota look rather poor.

The biggest problem in the Italian
machine remains lack of room in the
cabin. Maybe Modern N'IOTOR has been
cursed with long-legged testers over the
years, but we have Io agree with the
remarks of our colleagues of l0 years ago.
Anyone over about lr5 cm iall. and that
must be a fair percentage of the males in
Australia, has to srt splar legged because
of the lack of distance benveen the seat
and the pedals. and uill find that the
hands on the steering rvheel occasionally
brush the insides ol their legs during fast
manoeuvring. Drivers ol that height need
to have the seat all the rvay back, which
means that it touches the rear of the cabin
and no alterarion ol the backrest angle is
possible.

In true Italian lashion the pedals are too
close togerher and offset too far to the
centre of rhe car. Initially there's a tend-
enc) ro somerimes push the brake and
accelerator pedals at the same time, when
all 1ou \\ant ro do is hit the brakes.

The Toi ota is a whole size larger than
the Bertone. Look at it on its own and it
seems rrnl - stand it beside the Italian
car and it to*ers over it. The result is a far
more pleasant cabin environment. In stark
contrasr to the Bertone, none of our test
team could reach the pedals properly if the
seal \\'as set all the way back. and a fair
degree of backrest rake is available on
request. But don't get the idea that the
Tor ota is a spacious limo - it's still a
right-fitting personal two-seater.

\et in the luggage carrying areas (note

At the limit, the Xl/9 handled better than
MR2,
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note the comments about its twitchy
handling at the limit); it's more spacious
and comfortable: the instruments are bet-
ter: it's more civilised, without being soft;
it costs only a thousand dollars more than
the Bertone Xl/9 and is better equipped.

More power in the MR2 would be
appreciated, not to mention a roof which
comes off. Other than that. we'd be happy
to see an MR2 sitting in our garages. just
waiting for a cool, clear, Sunday morning
run in the country. fl

Counterpoini
SOMEHOW it doesn't seem all that long
ago that the chances of seeing a mid-
engined sports car from a company such
as Toyota were about as likely as seeing a
solar-powered sedan from Lamborghini.
Remember when Toyota was the outfit
which offered you a Celica if you were a
hairdresser, a Crown if you were a speed-
shy Japanese businessmen, or perhaps a
Corolla if all you really wanted was a
shopping trolley? How things change.

I like this car. It handles superbly up to
its limits, fits like a glove, and has enough
braking power to give your passenger
strap-marks from the seat belt.

On the down side, the MR-2's biggest
shortcoming is its lack of real poke. The
whole impractibility of the design would
be a heap easier to accept if the engine
had another 30-odd kilowatts. As it is,
there is a need to continually wring it out
to get some action happening - a fact
which would have to eventually take the
edge off its day-to"day appeal.

If we all said please. perhaps Toyota
would give Australia the supercharged
version.

The Bertone Xl/9 may have been
pretty hot stuff back in the mid-70s when
it was called a Fiat, but this is nearly the
'90s and these days a big dollop of charac-
ter just isn't enough to get you by. Simply
stepping into it is such a time warp. you
can't help feeling that perhaps you should
grow a pair of mutton-chop sideburns and
put a Slade tape in the cassette player just
for the occasion. The driving position is
woeful, the suspension is choppy and lacks
proper control, and the engine, although
willing enough, feels like the "before"
photo in a body-building advertisement.

Sure, it handles, and with the roof off
and a clear sky it makes a cute-enough
little mistress - but as a spouse? No
thanks. What we have here is a clear case
of the Japanese beating the Italians at
their own game.

Ashlev Westerman
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